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Abstract. Generalization in robotics is one of the most important problems. New generalization
approaches use internet databases in order to solve new tasks. Modern search engines can return
a large amount of information according to a query within milliseconds. However, not all of
the returned information is task relevant, partly due to the problem of polysemes. Here we
specifically address the problem of object generalization by using image search. We suggest
a bi-modal solution, combining visual and textual information, based on the observation that
humans use additional linguistic cues to demarcate intended word meaning. We evaluate the
quality of our approach by comparing it to human labelled data and find that, on average, our
approach leads to improved results in comparison to Google searches, and that it can treat the
problem of polysemes.
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1. Introduction
Humans can generalize to new tasks very quickly
whereas for robots this is still not an easy task which
makes it one of the most important and relevant prob-
lems in robotics. One of the most common approaches
in generalization is learning from previous experiences
(Ude et al., 2010; Nemec et al., 2011; Kober et al.,
2012; Kronander et al., 2011). Some new approaches
use internet databases in order to generalize to new
situations (Tenorth et al., 2011; Beetz et al., 2011;
Tamosiunaite et al., 2011). In particular, here we
are interested in generalization in object domain by
using image search. Although modern search engines
like Google or Yahoo do an amazing job in return-
ing a large number of images according to a query
within milliseconds, not all of the returned images are
task/context-relevant. A reason for spurious results is
that most image searches rely on text-based queries,
which is justified, since visual and textual information
are dual to some degree. An image of a cup can be
interpreted as the visual representation of the concept
cup, whereas the word cup can be seen as a linguistic
handle to the concept cup as represented in the human
mind (Grush, 2004). Therefore, existing tools for text-
based information retrieval applied to image search
can lead to relatively good results (Brin and Page,
1998). Problems arise mainly due to ambiguities:
1) The same linguistic handle can map to several,
different concepts, e.g., homonyms and polysemes.
An example is the word “jaguar” which can refer to
a car or an animal. Without any further information,
e.g., contextual information, it is not possible to infer
which domain is actually referred to. 2) Text-based
image search relies on the assumption that textual
information that is somehow related to an image,
e.g., text placed close-by an image on a web page
refers to the image content (Brin and Page, 1998).
This assumption is reasonable, however not always
correct, e.g., not every web-page creator names images
according to their content.
A lot of effort has been spent on trying to resolve
the problem of obtaining unclean image search results,
often with the goal of object detection or image cate-
gorization, by making additional use of image content
in form of visual cues, e.g., features like local image
patches, edges, texture, color, deformable shapes, etc.
(Fergus et al., 2003, 2004, 2005; Guillaumin et al.,
2010; Berg and Forsyth, 2006; Schroff et al., 2007;
Khan et al., 2011; jia Li et al., 2007; Wang et al.,
2009; Jing and Baluja, 2008; A.D. Holub, 2008). All
these approaches use textual information, too. Either
implicitly by using the results of text-based image
search engines e.g., Fergus et al. (2005, 2004), or
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constructing their own image search (Schroff et al.,
2007; Berg and Forsyth, 2006; A.D. Holub, 2008),
or explicitly, by making use of image tags and la-
bels as found in photo-sharing websites like Flickr
(Guillaumin et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2009; Berg and
Forsyth, 2006). An interesting work is Wang et al.
(2009), because it is somewhat inverse to the standard
procedure: Instead of using images with similar text
labels to obtain image features for classification, they
reverse the problem and use similar images to obtain
textual features.
To our knowledge all of the aforementioned ap-
proaches achieve an improved precision of the result
set, however, none can automatically cope with the
problem of polysemes. For example in Fergus et al.
(2004) a re-ranking of images obtained from Google
searches was proposed, based on the observation that
images related to the search are visually similar while
unrelated images differed. This “visual consistency”,
what we will here call inter-image similarity, was mea-
sured using a probabilistic, generative image model,
and the EM-algorithm was used for estimating the
model parameters from image features. Naturally, due
to the underlying assumption, this will not work well
for homonyms, since for these many images that are
actually closely related to the search can have a very
different appearances. A similar problem was faced
in Fergus et al. (2005), where an extended version of
pLSA (probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis) was
used to learn a clustering of images obtained from
a Google search. A solution suggested in Berg and
Forsyth (2006) copes with the polysemes problem but
requires human supervision for this stage. Google
text search is used to collect webpages for 10 animals.
Then LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) is applied to
text from these pages to discover a set of latent topics.
Images extracted from the webpages are then assigned
to the identified topics, according to their nearby word
likelihood. The problem of polysemes is tackled by
a human user who manually selects or rejects these
image sets.
Here, we present our approach which we call
SIMSEA (Semantic Image SEArch) which also aims
at increasing the precision of Internet image search
results. Its most prominent advantage is that it can
cope near-to automatically with polysemes. This is
achieved by exploiting the fact that also humans need
to resolve ambiguities in every-day speech, e.g., we
may say “the bank - that you can sit on” to distinguish
it from the bank that deals with money. Thus, we give
additional cues to demarcate our intended meaning of
a word. Here, we combine this linguistic refinement
with the image-level in the following way: We conduct
several different image searches, where we pair the ba-
sic search term with an additional linguistic cue. E.g.,
if interested in the category “cup”, (the basic search
term), we search for “coffee cup”, “tea cup”, etc. The
expectation is that images that are retrieved by more
than one of these subsearches are more likely to be of
interest, than those that are retrieved only once. Note
that for simplicity, in this paper we defined additional
cues manually. In general, automated extraction of
object descriptors (cues) can be done using methods
of natural language processing (Cimiano, 2006; Olivie
et al., 2011; McAuley et al., 2012), however, this is out
of the scope of the current paper.
To compute the similarity between images from
different subsearches, we use a “Bag-of-Words” (or
“Bag-of-Features”) representation as often used in
image classification. More precisely, we compute a
codebook based on PHOW (Bosch et al., 2007a,b)
features. However, also other, or additional, features
are possible.
In addition to this procedure for achieving cleaner
search results, we propose a ranking of the retrieved
images, which is simply based on the idea that an
image is the more relevant the more subsearches it, or
a very similar match, is contained in.
We evaluate the quality of the obtained image set,
and our proposed ranking, by comparing it to human
labelled data.
The paper is structured as follows: We give a
detailed description of our procedure in section 2.1,
followed by the explanation of how we evaluated our
method and the presentation of the achieved results in
section 3. Finally we discuss and conclude our work
in section 4.
2. Methods
2.1. SIMSEA Overview
The approach is summarized in Fig. 1 and an overview
on its stages, which are enumerated in the figure,
are described below, followed by a more detailed
description of each stage in the paragraphs 2.2 and 2.3.
The goal is to find “clean” results for image
searches with respect to given task/context. For that
we conduct several image searches to which we refer
as subsearches (4), see Fig. 1. A subsearch is
conducted using the basic search term (1) with an
additional linguistic cue (2+3). E.g., if interested in the
category “cup”, we search for “coffee cup”, “tea cup”,
etc. (using Google). The set of images retrieved by
a subsearch is consequently referred to as subsearch
results (5). The expectation is that images that are
retrieved by more than one subsearch are more likely
to be task/context-relevant than those that do not, they
form the final result set (6+7). We do not consider only
images that have exact copies in other subsearch result
sets, but instead relax this demand and also consider
images as relevant if merely a similar image is returned
by another subsearch.
Finally, we suggest to rank the retrieved result set
(8). The ranking is supposed to indicate how relevant
a given image is, e.g., a glass-image with a high
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Fig. 1. The different stages of SIMSEA sketched for the category “glass”. Note that M, for clarity, is only shown for the first
two subsearch results.
ranking factor should be considered to be very likely
a true representative of the category glass, whereas an
image with a low ranking factor can be considered to
be very likely not a good representative of its class.
As stated, we assume that images that have similar
counterparts in other subsearch results are more likely
to be relevant. This measurement can be used as
a simple relevance ranking of the resulting images:
The more often an image (or a similar counterpart)
occurred in other subsearches the higher its relevance.
2.2. Linguistic Cues and Subsearches
We investigate four different categories (basic search
terms) taken from a kitchen scenario: “cup”, “glass”,
“milk” and “apple”. Glass and apple are homonyms
(vision, drinking, and material; or brand and fruit).
Milk is another special case, because as a liquid it
usually comes in a more or less characteristic con-
tainer. For each of the four categories we conduct a
varying number of subsearches in which we combine
the basic search term with an additional linguistic cue.
For the category milk we conduct six subsearches,
namely: “cold milk”, “fresh milk”, “healthy milk”,
“tasty milk”, and “hot milk”. We also conduct a query
with the basic search term “milk” without any addi-
tional cue. The linguistic cues we use for apples are:
“delicious”, “green”, “red”, “ripe”, “sour”, “sweet”,
and “unripe”. In addition we search for the basic terms
“apple” and “apples”. For glass we use: “empty”,
“full”, “juice”, “milk”, “water”, “wine”, and the word
“glass” by itself. For cup: “coffee”, “full”, “tea”, and
simply “cup”. The strategy for selecting the cues was
to select those that restrict the domain to the desired
kitchen domain.
2.3. Computing the Result Set
As explained, the expectation is that images that have
similar counterparts (or matches) in the other sub-
search results are likely to meet the user expectations.
To be able to measure inter-image similarity we use
a “Bag-of-Words” approach. In such an approach
each image is represented by a histogram over a fixed
number of so-called “visual words” which are also
often referred to as “codebook”. These visual words
are usually created based on local image features. In
our case we use PHOW features (which are explained
below) but other features can be used, too.
First, the codebook needs to be generated. For that
we take a small, randomly chosen subset of images,
we use 40, from each category. We compute PHOW
features for all these 160 (40×4 categories) images
which we then quantize into k vectors - the visual
words - using k-means clustering. We set k to 200.
After having created the codebook, we can rep-
resent each image by a vector, a histogram over the
codebook, which is computed as follows (step 6a in
Fig. 1): We determine the PHOW features of each
image i, map these to the k visual words that make
up the codebook, and compute the histogram which
counts which visual word occurred how many times in
the given image. This histogram, called “vector image
i” in Fig. 1, is then used to represent image i.
To compute the similarity matrix M (step 6b), we
consider all images i, j, which are contained in differ-
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Fig. 2. Histogram of image category membership assigned
by the five human subjects from which we derive the
image relevance.
ent subsearch result sets. For each such image pair
we compute the Hellinger distance h(iˆ jˆ), described
in detail below. Here, iˆ and jˆ refer to the vector
representation of the two images. This leads to an
upper diagonal matrix M, as indicated in Fig. 1.
In step 6c we then determine for each image i the
number of similar matches or counterparts for that
image which we refer to as the ranking factor ri. We
consider two images to be matches if their Hellinger
distance is above a certain threshold. Determining ri is
simply counting the number of matches for that image.
For example, the first row of matrix M in Fig. 1 shows
all matches for the first image in the subsearch for
“empty cup” in orange. Since there is only one match,
r for this image is one. For the second image of the
same subsearch there are two matches, thus r for this
image is two, etc.
Finally, we select those images to be part of the
final result set whose ranking factor r is larger than
one (step 6d).
The ranking, step 8, is trivial, it merely consists
of ordering the images from the computed result set
according to their ranking factor. The ranking is
supposed to indicate how relevant a given image is,
e.g., a glass-image with a high ranking factor should
be considered to be very likely a true representative
of the category glass, whereas an image with a low
ranking factor can be considered to be very likely not
a good representative of its class.
Pyramid Histogram of Visual Words (Bosch et al.,
2007a,b) are state-of-the-art image descriptors based
on a variant of dense SIFT (Lowe, 2004). A grid
with a self-defined spacing (here we use 5 pixels)
is laid over an image and at each grid point four
SIFT descriptors, varying in radii to allow for scale
variations, are computed. This can be done on various
levels, hence “Pyramid”, but here we suffice with
the first level, thus, to be precise we are actually
using HOW descriptors. We use the VLFeat library
(Vedaldi and Fulkerson, 2010) to compute the PHOW
descriptors and the subsequent vector representation
of the images.
To compute the similarity between image pairs we
use the Hellinger distance1. The Hellinger distance
between two distributions P and Q is denoted H(P,Q)
and satisfies 0 ≤ H(P,Q) ≤ 1 (where 1 denotes large
distances and 0 no distances, i.e., identical images). It
is defined as follows.
H(P,Q) =
√
1−BC(P,Q), (1)
where BC denotes the Bhattacharyya coefficient
which, in the discrete case, is defined as:
BC(P,Q) = ∑
x∈X
√
P(x)Q(x). (2)
Here X denotes the common domain over which the
two distributions are defined. We define two images to
be similar if their Hellinger distance is above a fixed
threshold (we use 0.15, experimentally chosen). For
n subsearches, where si denotes the i’th subsearch, we
compare each image from each subsearch to all images
from all other subsearches except to its own. Thus, if
the total number of images is N = |s1|+ |s2|+ . . .+ |sn|
(where the vertical bars denote the number of elements
in the set), we have C =
(N
2
)−∑ni=1 (|si|2 ), where C
is the total number of comparisons that need to be
computed. This is depicted in the visualization of M
in Fig. 1. Note, we do not compare images from the
same subsearch to each other. This is because we are
not interested in intra-subsearch similarity due to the
following reason: We may receive many images of the
same topic during one search but which are unrelated
to what we are interested in. If we counted the intra-
subsearch similarity these images would be evaluated
as highly relevant to our search interest which they are
not.
3. Results
Since the goal is to find a subset of images which
meets the semantic expectation of the user, we need
some “ground truth”, i.e., a set of true samples, to
evaluate our algorithm. For this issue we let several
human subjects classify the same data that was input to
the algorithm according to the given categories. This
way we can gather various subjective human opinions
and determine those images that get assigned the same
labels by all subjects and also those where opinions
differed. In the following we describe the ground truth
retrieval procedure.
3.1. Ground-Truth Retrieval
We asked five human subjects to aid in retrieving the
ground-truth data to which we compare our algorithm.
Each human was instructed to decide for each image
from the subsearches for milk (hot, tasty, cold, ..) if it
belonged, in his or her opinion, to the category milk.
1We also used the χ2-distance, which gave very similar results.
The Hellinger distance has the advantage to be bounded.
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Fig. 3. Precision and recall of SIMSEA (blue), a standard Google search (Google, in green) and the cumulative data from all
subsearches for a given category (SumGoogle, in red) with respect to the data obtained from each test person (TP1-5)
for the categories. The vertical errorbar for the mean indicates the variance.
The same was done for the three other categories, cup,
glass and apples. To make this evaluation as fair as
possible, all humans were given precisely the same
information by means of an instruction. Basically, the
subjects were told that there are four categories and
that they are from a kitchen scenario, thus, glass was
supposed to be for drinking, and not for aiding vision,
etc.
As explained, we suggest a ranking procedure
which is supposed to reflect the relevance of a given
image. So far we loosely defined relevance as “good-
ness of an image as class representative”. To evaluate
our ranking result, we again require some “ground
truth” data that we can compare it to, which we
obtain as follows: In Fig. 2 we show a histogram
indicating for each category how many of the test
persons considered a given image as being member
of a category. Since there were five test persons each
image can be selected as category member between
zero and five times. We assume that images which
were considered by none of the test persons as cate-
gory member should be assigned the lowest relevance,
and vice versa, images considered by all test persons
should be assigned the highest relevance. Thus, for
each image we can compute a measure based on the
five human subjects decisions to which we refer to as
relevance whereas the equivalent measure of SIMSEA
is called ranking. We will use these measurements in
Section 3.2.
3.2. Evaluation
We assess the quality of the algorithm by computing
precision and recall on its output, see Eq. 3, with
respect to the ground truth data from each human
subject.
precision:=(A∩B)/|A|
recall:=(A∩B)/|B|, (3)
where A is the set of retrieved samples and B is the
set of true samples, i.e., in our case A is the set of
samples retrieved by SIMSEA and B is the set of
samples belonging to a given category selected by
each human subject. Since there were five human
subjects, there are five true sample sets, with respect
to which we compute precision and recall. The results
are given in Fig. 3. We compare these results to (i)
standard Google searches and also to (ii) the union of
all subsearches of a given category. For (i), we conduct
standard Google searches with the basic search terms
for each category, e.g., for the category milk, the set A
is the set of images returned by a Google search using
the search term “milk”, and again compute precision
and recall the way described before. In Fig. 3 we
refer to this evaluation as “Google”. For (ii) we set
A to the union of the images from all subsearches of
a given category, i.e., if we conducted n subsearches
for the category milk, we have s1, s2. . . sn subsearch
result sets and we set A = s1 ∪ s2 · · · ∪ sn. In Fig. 3
we refer to this evaluation as “SumGoogle”. Note,
that for SumGoogle the recall is always one. This is
because the ground truth set from all human subjects
is a subset of the union of subsearches for a category,
in other words B⊂ A.
To be useful, precision and recall of SIMSEA
should be higher than those of the standard Google
search and SumGoogle. In other words, most human
subjects should find that the output of SIMSEA gives
more relevant results than the Google standard search
and SumGoogle (precision), and also that SIMSEA
returns more of the overall available relevant samples
(recall). It can be seen from Fig. 3 that except for
the category “milk” SIMSEA indeed outperforms the
standard Google search and SumGoogle.
For the category “cup”, test person 4 (TP4) agrees
more with the results of the Google search, but all
Fig. 4. The first 19 glasses from a Google search for the word “glass” (upper panel) and the best ten glasses according to the
ranking obtain by using SIMSEA algorithm (bottom panel).
other human subjects consider more images retrieved
by the automatic routine to be important. It can
also be seen that the values for precision and recall
differ between the subjects which shows, what we had
already expected, that assigning images to a certain
category also depends on subjective opinions. For the
category “apple”, TP1 shows a very clear preference
for the Google search results. Due to TP1 also the
precision is higher for the Google search than the
automatic routine. However, TP1’s opinion is not in
accordance with the that of the other subjects, which
all have a precision value around 0.7 and therefore we
consider this to be an outlier. Without TP1’s influence
SIMSEA outperforms the Google search for “apple”,
too.
For the category “milk” we can observe a different
case, most human subjects are more in accordance
with the results of the Google standard search. A
possible reason for that can be found in Fig. 2. We see
that for all categories there are clear peaks for images
that all human subjects consider as category member
and for those that all human subjects consider to not
be category members. Except for the category “milk”.
Here, the relation between images with full voting
or relevance (all five human subjects) and ambiguous
decisions, i.e., where for example only two out of three
subjects considered an image as relevant, is higher
than compared to the other categories. In other words,
there are many images in the milk category for which
even humans find a clear decision difficult. This might
be due to the fact that we have already stated that
milk as a liquid is depicted to be contained in more
or less characteristic containers. We can assume that
for this reason SIMSEA is not performing well for this
category either.
To select “clean” images from a Google search we
use a ranking r as described above, i.e., frequency
with which they occur in the different subsearches. To
visualize the effect of the ranking we show the best ten
glasses in Fig. 4, bottom panel. In the upper panel we
show the first 19 images returned by a Google search
for the word “glass”. We can see that Google search
results include images of glasses from domains others
then the desired kitchen domain (in this case ≈ 42%).
SIMSEA in contrast was successful in eliminating
those.
4. Discussion
We proposed a method based on the combination of
linguistic cues with the image domain that is useful
for retrieving cleaner results in image searches, in
particular it is able to tackle the problem of polysemes.
This is a novel approach and we have given the proof
of principle by showing that it indeed leads to cleaner
search results.
In addition we suggested a ranking, based on
the occurrence frequency of images between different
subsearches. We could show that this roughly reflects
a human based relevance measure.
Although we have introduced the notion of linguis-
tic cues, we have not tackled the issue where these cues
might come from, or how they should best be chosen.
Automated extraction of object descriptors (cues) can
be done using methods of natural language processing
(Cimiano, 2006; Olivie et al., 2011; McAuley et al.,
2012). However, this is an issue falling in the domain
of linguistics and is not the core of this paper.
It is obvious that our method can only be as good
as the subsearch results which depend on the “right”
linguistic cues. If unrelated images occur in many of
the subsearches, these images will erroneously be part
of the result set.
Similar to the effectiveness of human linguistic re-
finement to distinguish intended meaning from other,
our method has its strength when dealing with pol-
ysemes or homonyms. For example, the result for
the category “glass” is very good, where it had to
distinguish drinking glasses from the material glass
and the vision aid. In contrast the method did not
perform well for the liquid “milk”.
Another critical issue is the similarity function
between images. Here we used PHOW features and
the Hellinger distance, which works satisfactory, but
also sometimes lead to artefacts, i.e., images that
do not appear similar to humans can sometimes turn
out to be very similar when using PHOW features.
Here, different features and metrics may lead to an
improvement of the method. Another option can
be to follow the idea of (A.D. Holub, 2008) and to
learn an appropriate metric by solving a constrained
optimization problem.
In summary, we believe that this a novel and
promising idea for data “cleaning” which can be used
to automatically form training data sets using Internet
search which later can be used for object classifica-
tion/recognition and generalization. In future work
we are going to include more classes and make such
image search completely automatic by augmenting
it with an automated extraction of object descriptors
from language.
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